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ge AlexQ: Sorry, meant to be Jack_Sparrow hmmm. no, I'm not being mean. I just typed it and forgot to type "i". DJones: I got it... I didn't that in my eyes he misread the nick (I'm also a newbie in IRC). xD
jack_sparrow: Ah, thanks, you too. Well it's the same thing... AlexQ: np jack_sparrow: Does it mean that after changing profile, I have to restart? AlexQ: If you have two profiles, yes jack_sparrow: Interesting thing,
I have two profiles, actually (1. old Ubuntu's, 2. Windows 7)... jack_sparrow: When I change (for example) DEFAULT, it works, but when I change UBUNTU, it doesn't work (even if I restart X) AlexQ: it is a
known bug, if you want to help us get to the bottom of it let us know what xorg version and which driver is installed AlexQ: which ubuntu version are you running jack_sparrow: xorg version, driver, just tried xorg
-version, it's 1.7.0, it's running open-source radeon driver, and the latest version that I can get is 1.7.0 AlexQ: HOw long has it been since you last changed your drivers AlexQ: You may want to save the info to a text
file just in case hello AlexQ: hold on, let me find a bug report how can i set proxy jack_sparrow: Ok, thank you. Sorry for being a bit impatient, but that seems to be a quite new bug, right? how can i set proxy i am
on my home AlexQ: yep, at least in the last 24 hours
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